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Drug deal?

Scary feeling

Plucked Eagles

The Liberty Champion editorial examines
drug legalization. See Page 2.

Scaremare '90 will run for three
weekends in October. See Page 4.

The LU Flames crushed Morehead State last I
Saturday 42-13. See Page 6.
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Circle K surpasses
goal for bloodmobile
By DAWN K. LOONEY
Champion Reporter

Liberty University's Circle K Club
reached its projected goal during the
first of its 1990-91 blood drives.
Linda Nichols, secretary of the
Circle K Club, said that the bloodmobile was successful. The club set a
goal of 120 pints of blood for each
day. Circle K topped Wednesday's
goal with 139 pints. Likewise, it
reached 144 pints on Thursday.
Pauletta Smidi, L.P.N., a Red
Cross employee, worked at LU's
blood drive. Smith travels with the
Red Cross in a 200 mile radius around
Roanoke.
She said, "I take blood from about
20 Liberty students a day. That's less
than other schools we go to."
Smith said the number of donors
"depends on the size of the school.
Other schools we go to have more
students." She also found that more
first-time donors gave during this first

blood drive.
to need it. Giving blood is an unselHowever, Mark East, president of fish thing to do. It makes you feel
the Circle K Club, feels the deficiency good—like a little hero."
in LU donors resulted from the waitIn addition to Nannette Weirich,
ing lines.
Amy Covert has donated a total of
He said, "In the next bloodmobile three times. Covert said,"I just like
more students will donate because giving. It saves a life." As for people
it'll be a quicker process. Also, some who are afraid to donate, Covert said,
students have been overseas in the "Itmightbe them nexttime who needs
past year."
blood."
Fear may have played a major role
Referring to Circle K's plans for
in blood donations. Nichols said, this year, East said, "The bloodmo"It's nothing to be afraid of. People bile was the biggest project in the
make it seem worse than it really is... past, but this year we're going toSome People are afraid of getting wards even bigger projects,"
AIDS. It's absolutely not possible to
This year, East has planned to other
get AIDS by giving blood."
major projects such as adopting a
East has given blood three times in highway and planting trees in the
the past. He does it because, "It saves community.
people."
Nichols stated,"The Circle K is
Nannette Weirich, a nursing major going places."
at LU, has given six times. Weirich
East said, "The Circle K emphasaid, "The reason I donate is because sizes community service, leadership
I realize the importance of giving and working together to achieve a
healthy blood to someone who' s going common goal."

Mark DeMoss, spokesman lor the Rev. Jerry Fatwell, announced last Friday that the weekly "OldTime Gospel Hour" television program will no longer be carried by most broadcast stations. Only
three Virginia stations and Liberty Broadcasting Network will carry the show, cutting expenses for
television air time by $8 million, o r $ l 50,000 a week. DeMoss also stated that $500,000 will be saved
in production costs. The television staff has an estimated 25 people, and the cancellation will result
10 positions being eliminated. Any possible effects on university finances is unknown.

mmmmi^s^m

CR's in North Carolina:

LU Helms supporters
heckled by opposition
By DAWN K. LOONEY
Champion Reporter

The College Republicans (CRs)
campaigned for Sen. Jesse Helms Sept.
14-16 in Raleigh, N.C.
Students from me universities of
Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina represented their schools.
However, Liberty University with 100
CRs present had the largest group.
The campaign weekend received
extensive media coverage as Liberty
students found themselves campaigning through television, radio and
newspaper.
The Republicans also handed out
literature door-to-door and at a North
Carolina State football game, according to Nancy Bryan, president of LU' s
CR club.
During a rally the Helms supporters were harassed by supporters of
Harvey Gantt, Helms' opposition in
the upcoming election. The Gantt

supporters threw objects, shouted
obscenities and taunted the students
because they "haven't experienced
life," Bryan said.
"One of the students at the rally said
'Just because I haven't experienced
life doesn't mean that I don't have a
valid opinion,'" Bryan added.
Gantt supporters also said diey were
in favor of "free expression," referring to the National Endowment of
the Arts which uses federal tax dollars
to subsidize controversial art. Jesse
Helms has been a leading crusader
against the NEA.
Bryan responded to the "free expressionists" by saying, "It's fine if
they want to do their own thing, but
not with the government paying for
it."
Bryan said the CRs are backing
Helms because "He's for the tax-payer
and the common man. He's such a
statesman and all the youth love him."

Bryan urged Liberty students and
Christians in general to become involved and pray for Jesse Helms.
"Jesse Helms is one of the only Christians left in the Senate, one of the only
men who will stand up and mention
God in a public setting."
She said the competition between
Helms and Gantt is a "nasty race,"
referring to the amount of mudslinging towards Helms. Bryan added,
"It's a close race. It's neck and neck.
Gantt has an excellent chance at it."
Christian involvement was a major purpose for the Helms' campaign
weekend. Bryan said, "If he loses, it
will be the Christians' fault because
we didn't help. If Gantt gets into office, we'll have another Ted Kennedy
and Lord knows we don't need that."
Students interested in membership
or CR activities should contact ViceChairman Doug Felton at extension
4121.

Norway's John Halvorsen defended his Virginia Ten-Miler championship with a time of 47:40. He
outdistanced the second-place finisher by 1:12.
pholobyJodyA-B"kef

LU debaters pursue top spot
By BEN LaFROMBOIS
Champion Reporter

The Liberty University Debate
Team attended its first tournament of
the 1990-91 school year at King's
College Sept. 21-23. The event was
attended by such debate powers as
J.M.U., George Mason, Naval Academy, and Boston College.
The varsity team finished 5th outof
38 teams while the junior varsity

Recycling will be first business for senate
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY
Campus News Editor

The student senate held its first
meeting of the 1990-91 school year
last Thursday and received an update
on several bills from last year.
A bill which would allow students
access to the bald spot has been approved by all levels of the administration and is now official policy. The
original bill allows students to go to
the bald spot in groups of three or
more
Paul Davis, president of the Student Government Association (SGA),
said three bills which were passed
by the senate last year have not yet
received final administraliveapproval.
Oneof the bills, which would allow
an Automatic Teller Machine to be
placed on campus, only needs to have
the details worked out before it is

official, Davis said.Other bills wait- tors would be expected to participate
ing approval from Guillermin include in several community projects that
one to facilitate faster refunds for SGA is planning.
students whose school bills show a
These events are being organized
credit, one to allow pizza to be with several area colleges, including
delivered on campus after curfew, Randolph-Macon Woman's College
and one to install a computer lab that and Sweet Briar College. Among the
would be open to all students. Davis projects under consideration are a
said all of these bills await approval city beaulification outing andaprofrom Guillermin's office.
j ect to build new playground equipDavis also said the split-meal plan ment for area parks.
is not likely to be instituted this year.
In other senate news, several com"When they built the new cafeteria, I mittees will be formed during the next
thought it would usher in a new era," few weeks. Sen. Scott DeBoer will
Davis said, "But I was presumptuous head the Senate Research Commitabout that."
tee. Sen. Tony Barata will be in charge
Davis said the split-meal plan is of the University Life committee.
being considered for implementation
SGA secretary Beth Shoaf and Sen.
next fall. "Maybe it will be here Annie Mecias will oversee the Food
then," Davis said, "and maybe it Service Committee which will meet
won't."
with officials from Marriott once a
Davis also emphasized that sena- month. The first meeting is scheduled

for Sept. 24. After that, the committee will meet the first Monday of
every month, according to SG A VicePresident Melondee Newby.
Two bills are scheduled to be
brought before the senate next week.
The first is a resolution to institute a
recycling system on campus. DeBoer
sponsored the bill that would set up
recycling bins around campus and
provide community service credit to
students who empty the bins and deliver the recyclable materials to city
collection centers.
The second bill is to establish a
school symbol. The bill would call for
the construction of an "eternal flame"
monument in front of the football
stadium. Funding was still uncertain,
however.
The next meeting is Thursday,
Sept. 27, at 3 p.m. in DM 160.

placed 8th. Both teams made it to the
quarter-finals.
Last year, the Liberty debate team
finished second in the nation. Brett
O'Donnell, debate team coach, said,
"I feel pretty confident that we' 11 have
a better team man last year.
"We are stronger in all three divisions," O'Donnell added. The team,
has some excellent recruits. "We will
debate as well as we can, and me

results will follow,"he stated.
"They have an idea of what it takes
to be good," O'Donnell said. He explained that success comes on three
different levels.
The first and most important is the
spiritual witness "which is the purpose of the team." Secondly, success
is determined by the debaters' ability
See Debate, Page 4

God Bless America
Day 48

The Liberty Champion joins the millions of Americans who are
praying and hoping for the safe return of the more than 150,000
military personnel and the more than 2,000 Americans who are "guests"
of Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein. We ask the LU family to join us
until all Americans are safe on American soil.
People are requested to write to the men and women serving in
Saudi Arabia by writing:
Any Service Member (Army) Any Service Member (Navy)
APO
Fleet P.O.
NY 09848-0006
NY 09866-0006
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E l | LU Forum \
Chivalry dead
among LU males

Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Editor,
Chivalry is a thing of die past at LU!
Door opening and offering a lady
your chair has been replaced by the
classic egotistical machoism where
ladies arc nodiing more man buddies.
During last Wednesday's chapel
(Sept. 19), I could not believe my eyes
when I saw dircc girls sitting on the
gym floor, and in the area were numerous male Young Champions who cimcrdidn'tknoworclscjustdidn'tcarc.
EiUier way it looked bad!
Feminism is dead, fellas.
Let's treat die girls at LU with the
respect that is due to them.

Drug war needs
'personal touch'
to be successful
America is facing a serious decision about the legalization of the recreational drugs, marijuana and cocaine. It is
an issue which has legislators choosing sides and leaves
very little room for a "no man's land."
One of the strongest arguments which those who take the
pro-legalization position use is that since the Columbian
cocaine trade lacks any centralized organization and is so
covert, it is basically impossible to detect. In addition, the
huge amount of money that is spent trying to prevent drugs
from crossing the border simply cannot be justified by the
comparably small percentage of drug trafficking which is
prevented. Therefore, the United States government might
as well legalize cocaine and make its share of the profits.
After all, if it's legal, it can be taxed. A logically sound
argument, right?
A second argument promulgated by the pro-legalizers is
that America has a drug problem because drugs are illegal.
If drugs were legalized, some of the novelty would wear off
and demand would drop. In other words, the very fact that
drugs are illegal creates a high demand.
Come on. This line of reasoning followed out to its
logical conclusion is that simply making something illegal
ensures its success. Are we then to outlaw patriotism,
Mom and apple pie so that these socially-positive ideas
will sweep across the nation, while we legalize murder,
robbery and rape so that these activities will lose appeal
and decline in number? If there were any credibility to this
line of thinking, revival should be spreading across the
country at this very moment because prayer has been
banned from public schools. Something is seriously wrong
with this picture.
If neither of these arguments agrees with the general
public, how about the third pro-legalization, debate which
states that each person should be allowed to monitor what
goes into his own body as long as he takes responsibility
for his actions. If someone does his thing, is peaceful and
acts as no threat to anyone, how can the government rationally argue that that person has no right to use drugs?
In a Utopian society where each person actually did take
responsibly for his actions and did not allow himself to "get
out of control," this would, perhaps, be an argument with
merit.
However, don't we currently have a system which expects those who use alcohol to take responsibility for their
actions? And don't many of these same people have one
too many drinks, get behind the wheel of an automobile
and cause thousands of drunken-driving accidents and
deaths every year? We want to provide people with unlimited access to mind-altering drugs such as marijuana and
cocaine and expect them to act responsibly? Again, something is seriously wrong with this picture.
Perhaps the problem lies, not with the scenario that is
being presented, but with the "photographers" who are
trying to convince the American public that the legalization of drugs is a rational and feasible possibility.
Those who would promote drug legalization as a good
thing have no regard for America or her values no matter
how loudly they yell to the contrary. Drug abuse will not
go away without a struggle; too much is at stake. But,
legalization is not the solution to this complex social ill.
If America is to solve her drug problem, then individual
citizens must take the first steps. Parents need to monitor
the activities of their children personally; each resident
must watch over his street or his apartment building; community watch groups must watch over their neighborhoods. As Christians being trained to take our places in
society, we need to be aware of the drug problem and be
ready to lead efforts to combat it.
Eventually, little by little, if she perseveres, America can
win the war on drugs, with or without the help of her
legislators.

Curt. W. Olson

Suddenly there was little question left about who had won the war on drugs.

Sneaking into the Movies

A-bomb movie lacks explosion
While watching "Fat Man and Little
Boy," one can't help but think about
DOUGLAS R.
what could have been.
DEMPSEY
Not what could have been in reCampus
news editor
gard to Germany developing the bomb,
or the United States not having the
fortitude to use it, but what could outrage and pacifistic babbling.
have been with this movie.
Paul Newman stars as General
The potential is there for a fasci- Groves, the man responsible for bringnating story about the development ing together and overseeing the team
of the most terrible weapon known to of scientists and military personnel
man. For a few brief moments, "Fat that worked on the bomb in Los
Man and Little Boy" docs deliver the Alamos, N.M.
goods. At its best, it is a thoroughly
Secrecy is an absolute must at this
engrossing study of the race to make site. As a result, General Groves
the atomic bomb. At its worst, how- creates a totally repressive and paraever, it is a tiresome detour into an noid society. People are controlled
irrelevant side-show of pseudo-moral in every way. Travel is allowed only

Liberty Forum Policies
The Champion welcomes
members of the Liberty community to submit letters to the
editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed
300 words and must be signed.
The Champion asks that all
letters be typed.
All material submitted to the
Liberty Champion becomes
the property of the Champion.

The Liberty Champion reserves the right to accept, reject or edit any-letter received,
according to the policies of
the Liberty Champion.
The deadline for all letters is
6 p.m. Thursday.
Please address all letters to
"Editor, Liberty Champion"
and drop them off in DH 109 or
Box 21247.

TOP TEN COUNTDOW/J,*
By Kathleen Donohue
Feature/Opinion Editor

Most popular LU majors
and justifications
10. Economics — "Who can understand Algebra?"
9. Psychology — "Why do you think I'm into psychoanalysis?"
8. Drama — "All the world's a stage and all the men
and women merely players.... Besides, I get to wear
jeans to class."
7. "Major? What's a major? Major what? Huh?"
6. Foreign Language — "Me thinks English is two
hard too figger out."
5. Human Ecology — "Gee, this is fun. I get to pay
$5,000 a year to learn to cook and sew and clean my
house, hee hee."
4. Phys. Ed. —"Grunt!"
3. Elementary Education — "Somebody has to have
enough qualifications to keep Jesse Jackson out of the
White House."
2. Political Science — "Dan Quayle is almost in the
White House."
1. Journalism — "Having bamboo spikes thrust under
my fingernails doesn't create enough discomfort."

Service clashes
with mealtime
Editor,
I remember standing abruptly appalled after my first Sunday evening
service as a spectator to a most disorganized human stampede, reminiscent of European soccer fans rushing
dirough the gates on the way to uieir
favorite pub. Over die course of the
year I grew somewhat calloused to
mis weekly occurrence.
However, after returning this semester, sensitivity restored, I was
once again violently disturbed by die
blatant display of plebian behavior.
Delving into the psychology of the
participants I deemed that they were
not purposely disrupting die service,
but rather merely trying to avoid die
absurdly long lines diat would make a
starving Russian scream in anguish.
It seems to me mat a logical solution
to the problem would be to interchange
the times of the evening service and
that of die evening meal.
I'm concerned widi die state of die
university.

with special permission. All communication is censored. Anyone who
is not a part of Groves' "great vision"
is not trusted, especially members of
the media.
In spite of these obstacles, the great
minds gathered together on the base
arc able to work towards accomplishing the impossible. But as they get
closer and closer to developing a
working atomic bomb, the horrifying
devestation that their invention might
create begins to prick at and weigh
on their consciences.
At this point, the film deteriorates
into scientists bickering about whether
or not the bomb should ever be used.
Granted, an intelligent discussion of
the matter would have been interesting. Unfortunately, "Fat Man and
Little Boy" only scratches the surface of what was, perhaps, one of our
country's most important moral decisions.
As all good students of history know
(and'probably a few not-so-good students), the atomic bomb was finally
developed. The movie portrays a
dramatic build-up to die first test and
then we never actually see the bomb
detonate. After suffering through the
entire movie, it is somewhat disheartening that the only real glimpse the
audience gets of the explosion is a
reflection in Paul Newman's protective goggles.
There is very little to recommend
about "Fat Man and Little Boy." If
you're interested in the historical
account of the development of the
bomb you will be disappointed. The
film deals with it only superficially.
If you're interested in the men behind
the scenes you will be disappointed
This film tends to make them look
more like soap opera characters than
real flcsh-and-blood human beings.
I suppose that considering die alternatives, however, spending Friday
night at David's Place watching "Fat
Man and Little Boy" isn't a complete
waste of time. Just don't expect to be
blown away.

A nswerSy Please

By the Champion Staff

We asked students:

How involved do you think the government
needs to be in the war on drugs?
"I think we
need to weed
out the governmeni.
Start the war
at the top."

Barb Hernandez;
Ontario, Canada

Matt Dean;
Richland, Wash.
"Bush has
done more for
the war on
drugs than
other presidents. It's his
duty."
Alan Kurschner;
Watertown, Wi.

"We need
harsher laws
both on the
domestic
front and in
South Amertea.

"The government needs
to focus more
on people who
are bringing
drugs into the
country."

"It's the
government's
responsibility
because the
drug war has
to do with the
public."
Jennifer Blomstrom;
Hershey, Fa.

Brian Fox;
Atlanta, Ga.
"Government should
not be too involved. It's
more of a
family problemAndrea Walisky;
Vestal, NY

Eric T. Davis

Campus movies
contrast beliefs
Editor,
Just recently I came to the sad conclusion diat Liberty is seuing a double
standard concerning movies shown
on campus. I can understand why students eidier aren't allowed or are
strongly advised not to go see movies
playing in town. (Currently, most are
rated R any way!) Yet LU shows some
of die same questionable, if not trashy,
movies later on. Does editing and
"prayerful consideration" change some
of these films into okay material to
view? Notexacdy!
What example is being set when,
on the one hand, we preach against
the New Age Movement and, on die
other, show movies like "Beetlejuice"
and "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles"
on campus? What about denouncing
gore and violence only to sec "Gremlins II," "Shoot to Kill" and "The
Abyss?" Cowabunga! What hypocrisy!
Come on Liberty, wake up! Let's

See Forum, Page 3
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War on drugs may soon take new turn
Prohibitionists, pro-legalizationists clash in fight to legalize marijuana
By BRIAN RANDALL
Champion Reporter

The U.S. war on drugs could be
partially halted by the legalization of
marijuana, lobbyists contend.
William J. Bennett, head of the
National Drug Policy, stands against
drug legalization. On the other side,
many pro-legalization seekers express
the view that a partial answer to the
drug problem is the legalization of
marijuana.
William F. Buckley, Jr., a longtime leader in the conservative movement in U. S. politics, supports the legalization of the drug, according to
his magazine, National Review.
Buckley is not alone in his support
of drug legalization. "What is needed
to replace thecurrent, completely failed
illegalization policy is a comprehensive public-health approach," Steven
Jonas, M. D., wrote in Commentary, May 1990. Jonas is a part of the
Department of Preventive Medicine
at the School of Medicine-SUNY in
Stony Brook, N.Y.
"Marijuana is too important for

Forum
Continued from Page 2
have some consistency in our beliefs
in both the classroom and the movie
theater.
Why not show more decent films
like "Chariots of Fire," A Cry in the
Dark" or "Driving Miss Daisy?" Also,
it wouldn't hurt to show a good, old
film classic, Walt Disney feature and/
or a Word Gospel film.
The choice is yours. The current
movie system we have is a disgrace
for a Christian university like Liberty. The school is too good to show
garbage.
If you feel the same way 1 do, contact the Student Government, Activities Council and the Administration.
Politely suggest more decent movies
and request that they take steps in the
right direction immediately. How
tragic it would be if 10 years down
the road Liberty began showing (even
edited versions) cesspool movies like
"M*A*S*H," "Jesus Christ, Superstar," "The World According toGarp"
and "Friday the 13th" sequels.
Yes, the "times they are achangin'"
and not necessarily for the better in
the world or even across this campus.

prohibitionists to ignore. According
to the FBI it accounts for more than
one-third of all drug arrests and is the
most valuable farm crop in the United
States," Kevin B. Zcesc of the Drug
Policy Foundation said.
FBI reports in U.S. News & World
Report confirm Zeese's statements
and add that the drug war is costing
taxpayers large amounts of money
with little to show for their efforts.
A former U.S. prosecutor, Bill
Mathesius of Mercer County, N.J.,
stated, "For starters, we should rethink the question of the decriminalization of marijuana. Among all my
adventures in law enforcement, I found
marijuana prosecutions to be the most
unredeemedly useless."
Jack Reynolds, a Christian activist
in Oregon, said in his report in the
New Republic, that the legalization
would create more money because
banks and lending institutions would
no longer lose millions in money laundering every year.
Other reasons for legalization are
given by Lynn Scarlett of the Reason

Zcesc argued in a letter to the editor of Commentary that both alcohol
and tobacco have both become "safer."
"With the introduction of low-tar, lownicotine cigarettes and 'lite' beers and
wine coolers, both drugs have become safer," Zecsc said.
Because of their harmful effects on
the body, elimination of all drugs —
alcohol, nicotine, cocaine and marijuana — would be the best way for
one to keep his body clean. According to a study conducted by die Reason Foundation, 21 percent of drug
users have stopped their use of illegal
drugs for health reasons, 12 percent
due to pressure from family and friends,
12 percent due to cost and none due
to fear of law enforcement.
It is apparent that the main concern
about the drug problem is getting it
out of the hands of the American
youth.
Whether by law enforcement or
lobbying for the legalization of marijuana, die effort to end the U.S. drug
war must be a high priority in this
new decade.

Writer offers suggestions
to wake LU sleepyheads
The only thing
me power behind
that I hate worse
it when they seTIMOTHY
than having to go
riously start to
to some of my
HOLLINGSWORTH nod off. In the
classes is to get
event that they
Staff Columnist
there only to find
give you a
that everyone around me is asleep.
mrcatening stare, follow the same plan
I am not denying that all of us have as when you blow in their car. Then
come in contact with at least one pro- when class is over, you better be the
fessor whose lectures could bore the first to hit the doors. As me adage
horns off of a billy goat, but habitual goes, "Do unto others, and SPLIT."
Many of these solutions do not
snoozers really irk me. I think I have •
some cures for those who take class satisfy those creative minds who denaps more than they take class notes. sire to be a little more original in their
How do these suggestions sound to approach to the classroom dead. For
those individuals I want to suggest
you?
One of the most effective ways to Limb Art.

wake the "dead" can also be one of
the most exciting. This was my dad's
favorite mediod in his long career of
teaching sixm-graders. I like to call
it "The Funnel Technique."
You will often notice mat as the
sleeper begins to doze he will slump
over and rest his head on his desk.
This usually forms a perfectly shaped
funnel in the back of his slacks. This
is where the cold water comes in.
Hey, what arc funnels for? It works!!!
criminals who arc left to break the You will soon notice mat the newly
law at will because there is not enough awakened move in mysterious ways.
money in the judicial system to go
Anomer really interesting technique
around.
of snapping up the snoozingis to blow
Finally, Libertarians argue that in their ear. As they spin around to
America can handle the responsibil- see who is sending the cool (or warm)
ity of legalized drugs and that indi- breeze, smile wim sweet innocence
viduals should have the right to de- as you continue to fill your notebook
cide for themselves what to put in with your instructor's thoughts. Oh,
their bodies, so long as they take re- what a breath of fresh air can do for a
sponsibility for their actions.
soul.
In omer words, laws and statutes
Perhaps me most frustrating for the
should give way to subjective per- sleeper is for you to consistendy kick
sonal standards.
the bottom of his chair. It is undesirAs the question of the legitimacy able, however, to have a steady rhythm
of me war on drugs wages its own to the mumping of leather and plaswar in the American judicial system tic. A predictable sound may have
the Libertarian Party will be fighting the opposite effect and put him or her
to see mat statutes regarding drugs into a deeper slumber.
are removed from me law books. And,
Therefore, your work should be a
until it is challenged, this view is more spastic effort: tapping gently
gaining strength in me system.
ever so often and then really putting

Libertarian Party hails drug legalization;
puts pressure on Congress to agree
By KATHLEEN DONOHUE
Feature/Opinion Editor

Experts estimate that approximately
40 million Americans are occasional
users of some illegal drug. In light of
mis fact the hot argument among members of America's legislature is the
legalization of so-called recreational
drugs, such as marijuana and cocaine.
.Surprisingly, the longer the battle
continues, the more the pro-legalization movement is gaining in popularity among some of America's lawmakers.
Perhaps the most avid, and certainly me most consistent, promoters
of me pro-legalization movement are
members of the Libertarian Party.
Libertarians would have the general
public believe that the war on drugs
is futile and that the drug laws themselves are the major reasons for the
existence of a drug abuse problem in
America.
"Drug abuse is a tragedy and a
sickness. Criminal laws only drive
die problem underground.... Wim drugs
John D. Dias legal, compassionate people could do
more to educate and rehabilitate drug
users who seek help," a Libertariansponsored, pro-legalization adverThe Liberty Champion
would like to request that all tisement says.
Libertarians basically use three
students write to one of the major
arguments, to support their proaddresses on Page 1 to let legalization position.
our service men and women
First, by comparing me war on drugs
of
the 1990s to Prohibition of die
stationed in the Middle East
1920s, Libertarians claim mat Amer-

know that America remembers them and is behind their
actions.
Help us to support our soldiers who are willing to risk
their lives to restore Americans' freedoms.
Any correspondence received from servicemen or
women in the Middle East
that students would like
posted will be placed on the
bulletin board directly outside of the Journalism lab in
DeMoss Hall. Stop by DH
109 or call 2471 for details.

Foundation in Santa Monica, Calif.
Scarlett said, "Proponents of drug legalization do not suggest that we 'give
in' to drug use. Most proponents
view legalization as having two beneficial consequences: First, legalization would remove the drug trade
from the hands of organized crime
and children, thereby eliminating much
of the attendant violence; and second, legalization would enable us to
focus our attention on education (as
we have done with nicotine) regarding the health and other hazards of
drug use."
Jonas and others who support legalization do so on the grounds that
alcohol and tobacco arc equivalent to
marijuana in terms of addiction and
usage.
Jonas said, "Now by any measure—deadis.numberof problem users,
violent behavior — alcohol use per
se is a much more serious health and
social problem than (illegal drugs)
use per se". The equality of alcohol
and marijuana seems to be the platform for most of the lobbyists.

Its Laughable

ica is re-inventing the wheel, and a
broken one at that, by attempting to
keep recreational drugs illegal.
When alcohol was outlawed in the
20s, Organized Crime immediately
escalated as gangsters jumped at the
chance to meet the demand for alcoholic beverages. Cops and judges were
bought off in the high-stakes world
of moonshining. Furthermore, "homebrews" which were made with cheap
or dangerous ingredients caused death
or injury to thousands of unsuspecting consumers.
The fearful events listed above are,
undeniably, realities today when dealing with me subject of illegal drugs.
However, Libertarians would have
the public believe mat these situations
would come to an abrupt end wim the
legalization of marijuana and cocaine.
The second argument used by the
Libertarian Party to promote me legalization of drugs is that "real" criminals, such as robbers and murderers,
frequently go unpunished while lawenforcement officials and prison space
are squandered on the prosecution of
peaceful drug users who are, omerwise, productive, law-abiding citizens.
Only a relative few of me 40 million drug-using Americans are addicts who commit crimes to support
meir expensive habits. But,currenUy,
almost half of the law-enforcement
budget is spent on law-related crime.
Therefore, in the Libertarians' reasoning, mere must exist a number of

Fewer users, more addicts
Latest drug trends continue to demonstrate a decline in casual
cocaine use but a rise in hard-core addiction, as demonstrated
by overdose fatalities of 21 cities:
but deaths rise

Cocaine emergencies drop

Cocaine-related
deaths,
1985-19891

Emergency room cases,
1988-1990, by quarter
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Laundry is fate worse than death
Recently, as I pondered the mysteries of life over a bowl of Cheerios,
JEFFREY
a profound thought entered my mind.
I finally realized that my entire life
SIMMONS
revolves around the number of clean
Staff Columnist
underwear I have left in my drawer.
When I get down to that last pair, I room aggravations:
neglect my homework, job and all
1. Separating clothes. I have found
social interaction in order to remedy this step to be unnecessary. It's much
this doming dilemma.
easier to put everything in me same
For the record, I simply despise machine. Not only does it save time,
washing my soiled garments when I but you'll amaze yourself at me new
could be engaging in some other more ensembles you can create for 75 cents.
worthwhile activity. Therefore, I put
2. Pouring detergent all over your
off washing until I'm faced with two domes, putting in your money only
alternatives — wash or wear every- to discover die machine doesn' l work.
thing inside-out again.
3. People who leave their stuff in
When I finally convince myself that the dryer because they just can' t quite
the "reversed" clothing look is a litde grasp die intricate makup of the dryer
out of style, I break down and head door.
for die laundry room. Actually wash4. Dryer lint.
5. Dropping my clean clothes on
ing me apparel is bad enough in itself, but mere are several aspects of dryer lint.
6. Couples who do their laundry
the clothes-washing experience that
togemer. Personally I don't want any
drive me up the wall.
While I cram all this stuff in the girl to witness how completely ignomachine, read over a few of mese an- rant I am about the clothes washing
noying items to see if you can relate. process. This guy should fork out a
Here's my abridged list of laundry little cash and take the girl to a nice

By BETH KINNAN
And LESLEY ANN MITCHELL

Childhood
trauma
probable
cause
of phobias

As me victim falls asleep, simply
take your pen and begin to artistically
enhance die closest exposed epidermis. If you sight astudent wim "ELVIS
LIVES" on the back of his neck, it
would probably be reasonable to
believe that he has been a victim of a
Limb Artist. Who knows, though?
He might really believe that.
If you and your classmates are
plagued with an exceptionally boring
lecture, there is a more collective
method of awakening. Simply take a
fork and scrape it repeatedly across
the nearest blackboard while singing
the national anthem like Roseanne
Barr. (Believe me, if this doesn't get
thir attention then just go ahead and
call the mortician because they really
did have a coronary or something in
class and are actually dead.)
After pulling your fellow students
off of the walls and prying your
professor's dentures apart wim a lever,
you can, continue with class assured
that everyone is on full alert.
I hope mese suggestions will prove
to be beneficial to you in your quest
for classroom attentiveness. As for
myself, I have got to go to a class
now. Oh dude, maybe I can use some
of these ideas now!
Nah, not this time. I'm getting a
litde too sleepy.

restaurant instead of impressing her
wim his ring around the collar.
7. Permanent press. It sounds so
foreboding and "carved in stone."
8. Laundry room rules. You've got:
don'tsiton machine; don't leave wash
unattended; shower clothes before
entering die pool; use a clean machine for each trip to the salad bar;
and only you can prevent forest fires.
Hey, lighten up. It's a laundry room,
not a nuclear research lab.
Well, I must cease complaining,
for my wash is almost complete. I
know mis because, like a respected
surgeon, my machine fills me in on
every phase of the washing process.
In closing, until scientists can create biodegradable, disposable domes,
students must face the annoying problem of dirty laundry. However, if you
don't feel like waiting for the breakthrough, secure some toilet paper,
needle and thread, an extremely talented marketing expert and let your
imagination run wild.
Who knows? Maybe you'll establish the next fad in American culture.
It worked for the New Kids.

meir parents' behavior. According to recent studies, some afraid of spiders and not afraid of insects."
people may have a geneUc predisposition to have fears,
Morgan said it is better to gradually overcome a fear
which may put them at high risk for developing a phobia. man to use die cold-turkey mediod.
USA Today Wire Sen/ice
Researchers agree mat how people respond to a child's
Whedier it's an unfamiliar dog, an airplane, an object or
"I mink die idea of gradually overcoming fears and
creepy-crawlies, more man 11 million people in me United phobia may be crucial. Television, movies and books may gradually desensitizing is a good plan. It can be done
States have phobias. Phobias now are more common than have little or no effect on mat fear later in life.
wimout a lot of will power," Morgan said.
depression or alcoholism.
Although many studies point to childhood experiences,
"The confrontation memod demands a lot of will power.
Elaine Rodino, a California-based clinical psycholo- die cause of phobias — irrational and excessive fears — If you're arachnophobic, just how ready are you to imgist, said some phobias physically stop people from going really is not known, admitted Wesley Morgan Jr., an asso- merse yourself in spiders?"
to a doctor's office, leaving meir house or walking by a ciate professor in psychology at me University of TennesThe top four phobias in the United States are fear of
dog. People wim phobias can shake, sweat and experience see and assistant director of clinical training.
heights, fear of closed-in areas, a fear of natural elements
an increase in blood pressure in reaction to meir fear.
"They can be attributed to several different diings, and in — water and lightning — and a fear of animals and
Some people say they can't move and are literally para- any specific case you may not be able to identify me insects, said Reid Wilson, a clinical psychologist in Norm
lyzed wim fear.
cause," Morgan said.
Carolina. Some people, he said, are afraid of fear itself.
According to Rodino, recent research has tried to target
Many phobias grow out of the "normal fears of childWilson said it can take anywhere from a few mondis to
me causes of many different phobias, which cause people hood. Between die ages of 2 and 4, fears of all kinds are more man a year to cure a phobia through counseling,
to do just about anyming to change meir lifestyle to pretty common." Morgan said. "They appear unexpectedly depending on how long a person has had it.
prevent a phobic attack.
and spontaneously and are gone in the same manner.
Wilson said he also favors examining die reasons be"You get young children who are all of a sudden afraid hind phobias. "For instance, someone who has a fear of
Rodino said she believes therapy should involve "treating me underlying reason ramer than just me phobias." of the vacuum cleaner, meir shadow, the boogeyman. A flying may have a fear mat diey don't have control over
She said phobias may have very litde to do with me actual small percentage have mese fears last until adulmood."
die situation. Their phobia stems from me fact that someobject or situation mat is feared.
Morgan said the most common phobias are social pho- one else is flying the plane. They feel like they've lost
"I believe in educating the person as to why it is happen- bias, such as shyness or being away from home. Among die control."
ing ... They need some sense of understanding about me most common "object" fears are small animal phobias
Bom me National Center for me Treatment of Phobias,
such as repulsion for insects and spiders.
object of meir fear."
Anxiety and Depression and the Anxiety Disorders Asso"Insect and 'creepy-crawley' phobias are relatively com- ciation of America act as referral services for people who
Most psychologists believe phobias can stem from traumatic experiences and can be learned by children from mon," Morgan said. "It's rare to find someone who is only suffer from phobias.
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Scaremare opens on Oct. 11

Clean Machine

"House of death" confronts visitors with their own mortality

Car Wash
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Let's help out with
LU's scholarship
fund!

By BETH A.PRICE
Champion Reporter

Scaremare, a Liberty University tradition since 1972, will open its doors
Thursday, Oct. 11, and continue for
three consecutive weekends through
Oct. 27.
Although some may describe the
YouthQuest production as a haunted
house, projectdirector David Marston
prefers to call it a house of death.
"We do not want Scaremare to be
considered a haunted house," Marston
said. "I approve every room and check
to see that no occult, New Age or
satanic symbols arc used throughout
the house."
As a house of death, Scaremare
portrays death both realistically and
imaginatively, forcing people to think
about the inevitable fact that they will
die someday, Marston said.
"We want Scaremare to bring
people face to face with their own
mortality," Marston said. "Our message is death."
After the confrontation with death
, the next stop is the preaching tents
where the gospel is presented and
those who make decisions are counseled.
"First and foremost, we want to get
the name, address and phone number
of each person who makes a salvation
decision so we can follow up with
each one of them," Jeremy Lewis,
who is in charge of counseling , said.
"If we have the opportunity we want
to give them a tract and discuss the
decision they have made. But if nothing else, we want to get that information so that we can follow up with
them."
Last year, 12,296 people attended
Scaremare with 1,255 people making
personal decisions to follow, Christ.
Each year new records have been set

Clean Machine will
donate $1.00 to the LU
Scholarship Fund for
every
student who drives
through

Aug.29-Oct. 31,1990
(Student I.D. must be shown)
2739 Wards Rd.« (804) 237-4403 210 Old Forest Rd.«(804) 385-7807
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6 cyl. S39.90
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•Most vehicles, some vans & transverse engines additional

INCLUDES:
The old mansion will again be home to Scaremare for another season of thrills and chills.
photo by Steve Wright

for both attendance and salvation decisions, Rodney Huffty, YouthQuest
president, explained.
"Scaremare offers YouthQuest
Club an opportunity to involve Liberty University students that may
never have participated before,"
Huffty said. "It produces outreach
potential for students."
Scaremare is an event anticipated
by not only Liberty University students but also by the community.
"Scaremare is an event that is culturally acceptable to Lynchburg," Lewis
continued, "It is notjust accepted, it is

expected by the community."
Preparation for the event began on
Sept. 15, and workers will be building
rooms and corridors, constructing
props and designing costumes until
opening day, Huffty said.
George Cannon, student assistant
to the project director, is in charge of
the overall construction, upkeep and
maintenance of the building.
"I am in charge of everything that
happens up until Scaremare, and
everything that happens afteritends,"
Cannon said. "I do odds and ends for
the project director and make sure

everything is done on time."
Prior to opening day, Cannon will
meet with Lynchburg's fire marshal
who will inspect the building to see
that it meets the city's fire codes.
"My goal for Scaremare may not
sound too spiritual, but I want it to be
safe," Cannon said.
A worker's meeting is scheduled
for Wednesday, Sept. 26, after church
in DM 160 and 161. Approximately
150 workers per night will be needed.
Scaremare will run from dusk to 11
p.m. on Thursday, Friday and Saturday night all three weekends.

Your Total Car
Care Center
Hours:

M-F 8-7
Sat 8-4
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*
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Board reverses times,
hears presentation
By JODY A. BARKER

Rudder explained.
He explained some of the benefits
Regular meetings of the Lynchburg
of the new program which include:
City School Board of Educationwill students receive direct teacher instrucbe reversed to accommodate the tion, extensivepaperworkis no longer
schedules of several board members, necessary, smaller groups (Bass' secthe board decided at its final summer ond through fifth grade teacher-stumeeting held Tuesday, Sept. 18.
dent ratio is 1:14 during the parallel
The board reversed its schedule so scheduling program), and teachers
that the regular meetings are now have uninterrupted teaching time.
held each first and third Tuesday of
Rudder explained that student disevery month at 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 cipline is also better because of the
p.m., respectively.
smaller group. The students at Bass
In other areas, the board enter- are responding very well to the new
tained a presentation by Mike Rud- system already," he reported.
der, principal of Bass Elementary
Before Rudder's presentation,
School, on a new teaching procedure Joseph E. Callicott Jr., a recently reknown as parallel scheduling.
tired board member, was honored for
The objective of the new system is his six years of service to the city
to reduce the number of students- board.
per-teacher during reading and math The next regular meeting will be on
instructional periods.
Oct. 2, at 5:30 p.m.in the Adminstra"Studies show that students im- tion Building at Tenth and Court
prove if in groups of 15 or less," Streets.

Photo Editor

The Circle K club planted several trees on campus Saturday.
photo by Dawn English

After Hours:

Walk-A-Thon participation increases
By JULIE BEUTLER
Champion Reporter

Three hundred students participated
in the third annual Walk-A-Thon
fundraiser sponsored by the Student
Government Association Sept. 14, an
increase in participation from last year
according to SGA Executive VicePresident Melondee Newby.
Although exact figures are not yet
available on the total number of fliers
sentout,"We'reexcited,"Newbysaid.
"Last year the Walk-A-Thon raised
$17,000. We are looking to exceed
that this year."
The event went on as scheduled
despite forecasts of rain. "The Lord
really blessed us," Newby said. "We
had a gorgeous day." All 300 walkers
finished the rugged five-mile course.

Newby said the walk also gave the
participants an opportunity to sec a
beautiful area that they normally
would not have seen.
"The Walk-A-Thon has proved to
be one of the most effective ways of
raising money, but we are always
looking for ways to better support the
students," Newby said. The success
of the Walk-A-Thon is a good indication that it will be sponsored again
A portion of the money raised will
be used to help establish a Christian
radio station in the Soviet Union.
Remaining funds will be put towards
providing an on-campus shuttle for
students and upgrading the school's
computer lab. SGA's goal is to help
the students and although there are
many areas where these funds could

debate
school started. "The novices were
brought in early to get a handle on
i to research and think on dieir own. debate before they were loaded down
Finally, competition performance is with school work," O'Donnell exconsidered.
plained.
Competition determines where the
Preparation and line tuning is a
team will finish this year. "If we de- constant process in debate. "Once
bate up to our potential, we will finish you've got the basics of debate down,
in the top 10," O'Donnell said.
there isn't that much you need to
The team was strengthened by the leant," David Kester explained.
debate camp that was held before
Preparation began early 'his year

Continued from page 1

be used, SGA wants to put the money
towards projects that will most directly benefit the students, Newby
said.
Paul Davis, SGA president, said,
"We would like to thank the students
for their effort and the faculty who
worked with us, letung students out
of class."
The next event on the SGA calender is '50s Night, the first Moonlight
Madness event of the year.
On Oct. 19 David's Place will be
transformed by music, dress and
movies to capture the nostalgia of the
1950s. "You can expect this year to
be just as good if not better than last
year," Newby said. The '50s Night
will provide an opportunity for students to "get into the spirit and kick

when several varsity team members
traveled to Arizona to compete in a
national debate in August. Jim Sorenson, David Kester, Mike Hall and
Lance Howe went 5-3 placing fourth
in "very good competition,"
O' Donnell reported. This was the first
lime Liberty has done that well in the
event.
The team will compete in 20 tournaments this year, three more than

back and relax," she added.
The feature movies will be original
'50s productions: War of the Worlds
starring James Arnaz and The Thing.
This is just the beginning of the
events planned by SGA for this year.
Other Moonlight Madness themes will
include Halloween and a Western
Night, which will be a "Sadie Hawkins" event.
Students can capture the spirit of
autumn with a good "old-fashioned"
hay ride and bonfire. A YMCA fitness night has also been planned, and
for ski buffs a trip to Wintergreen Ski
Resort is on the schedule. In addition,
all of the regular SGA late night activities such as late skate, bowling,
miniature golf, and movies will continue.

last year. Twenty-eight people constitute the traveling team.
The topic for this year is: Resolved
that the United States should substantially change its trade policies toward
one or more of the following: Japan,
China, Hong Kong, South Korea and
Taiwan.
For students interested, an on-campus debate will be held on Thursday,
Sept. 27.

•
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Greenspan paints gloomy
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College

World:
Saddam message
to be broadcast in USA

Information

Network

German unification on Oct. X West
German officials reported.
The Soviet soldiers' biggest worry
is returning home to find a crumbling economy with no housing.

TV networks ait anxioysty awaiting & taped message from Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein to the Nation:
American people.
All plan to air at least excerpts. Science magazine
CNN will broadcast it in its en- predicts quake
tirety, once received. Saddam's
message is expected to rebut ResiEast Coast residents are also in
dent Bush's eight-minute speech danger from earthquakes, a report
to the Iraqis televised last Sunday. in Friday's edition of Science, the
journal of the American AssociaMandela open to meet
tion for die Advancement of Sciwith rival leader
ence, said:
Researchers calculate there is a
i. South Africa's African National 29percentcbanceofa seriousquake
Congress said for the first time in the eastern or central United
Thursday it would meet with the Staes by the year 2000. Such a
leader of a rival group to end black temblor is97 pcrcentcertain within
factional fighting.
the next century.
But ANC leader Nelson Mandela
rejected thegovemmenterackdown
to halt violence, which has killed Vietnam Ml As' remains
about800people since August. The return to USA
statement opens the possibility for
a first meeting between Mandela
The remains of four U.S. servand Mangosuthu Buthelezi.
icemen have been identified and
are scheduled to be returned to the
United States From Laos Friday,
Soviet soldiers defect
the Pentagon reported.
to Germany
The men, all of the Army, have
Hundreds of Soviet soldiers are been missing since March 1971.
defecting to East Germany and The remains, found during a joint
others are clashing with East Ger- excavation in January, will be
man civilians as relations between flown to Travis Air Force Base
the two sides deteriorate before in California.

picture for U.S. economy
By BRIAN TUMULTY
USA Today Wire Service

WASHINGTON — The chairman of
the nation' s central bank said last week
that the United States is not yet in a recession, but the crisis in the Middle
East has "introduced new and substantial risks."
"The higher oil prices already have
added to overall price pressures and
may have begun to restrain real activity," Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan said during two hours of
cautious testimony before die congressional Joint Economic Committee.
"It is also obvious that the economy is
slowing down and that the layoff rate is
rising," Greenspan said, explaining
that his conclusion that there is no
recession is based on data available as
of last week.
A sustained increase in oil prices
would have widespread effects. Greenspan said if crude oil prices remained at
$30 a barrel for a year:
*Growth in the gross national product would be cut by one percentage
point.
•Consumer prices would increase
another 1.5 percent to 2 percent.
*$30 billion would be added to U.S.
oil imports.
*Real disposable income would decline because of the higher consumer
prices, meaning that households would
reduce their spending.
* Business investment would decline
as firms would be squeezed by higher

energy costs and reduced consumer demand.
The federal deficit would increase as the government takes in
less taxes in areas such as corporate
profits and spends more on items
such as unemployment insurance.
On the positive side, Greenspan
said, "Oil-producing countries may
increase their purchase of U.S.-produced goods and services." The recent fall in the dollar in comparison
to foreign currencies may also stimulate exports, and higher oil prices
will benefit domestic energy producers, he said.
The bottom-line effect of higher
oil prices, so far, has been hard to
gauge, he said. "The sharp drop in
consumer attitudes may be largely a
reflexive response to bad news,
rather than an objective assessment
of the outlook for income and employment," Greenspan said.
"If so, attitudes and spending, in
turn, may improve once the initial
shock effect wears off."
Asked whether he is more worried about the prospects for higher
inflation or the increasing threat of a
recession, Greenspan said that
"both" are a concern at the moment.

"The outlook for both has deteriorated," he said.
Higher oil prices will have a more
negative effect on some parts of die
nation than others, Greenspan said,
but he declined to say whether any
region is in a recession. "Clearly, New
England and the Eastern seaboard are
weaker than me West," he said.
The Federal Reserve's so-called
beige book, a quarterly review of
economic activity released shortly
after Greenspan's testimony, also
highlighted the weakness of the Northeast and Mid-AUantic districts. The
negative news in the report included
falling home prices in the Boston
district and worsening retail sales in
the New York region.
Greenspan, however, downplayed
the use of die word "recession" during his testimony by differentiating
between the conventional definition
(two consecutive quarters where the
gross national product declines) and a
more systematic economic contraction.
The last conventional recession
was in 1982, while the more widespread decline last occurred in 1967,
he said. In eiUier case, the Federal
Reserve has a wide range of policies

Join a peaceful outpouring of love and respect for the unborn.
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Souter nomination:

Feminists march to D.C.
to oppose Justice Souter
By JUDITH HASSON
USA Today Wire Service

WASHINGTON — Standing outside the Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing room last week, the woman
known as "Jane Roe" of the landmark
Roe vs. Wade abortion ruling warned
against confirmation of Supreme
Court nominee David Souter.
"I really feel that David Souter
would overturn Roe if given the
chance," Norma McCorvey, whose
effort to get an abortion in Texas led
totheSupremeCourt's 1973 decision
legalizing abortion, said.
Now 42, a fundraiser and living in
Oakland, Calif., McCorvey joined a
parade of witnesses at Souter's confirmation testifying in support of or
against his nomination.
Souter opponents testifying Tuesday expressed anger that he has refused to outline his views on abortion
during three days of testimony before
the panel.
Supporters said they believed he
had shown he would be a fair, impartial judge.
The debate about whether Souter
should be pressed on the abortion
issue began soon after he was nomi-

nated by President Bush to replace
retired Justice William Brennan.
In three days of hearings, he repeatedly declined to outline his view"sron
the right to privacy because the "Supreme Court may be asked to rule on
abortion sometime soon.
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph Biden, D-Del., said he
did not think it was appropriate for
Souter to be forced to outline that
view.
"I do not believe the nominee should
have to answer how he would rule on
Roe," Biden said. "It would set a
precedent which might come back to
haunt us."
Souter, a New Hampshire judge,
was not present when almost 20
witnesses testified. The committee
scheduled a final day of testimony
Wednesday for another two dozen
witnesses.
The full committee is expected to
vote on Souter's nomination in the
next week, but it is unlikely the Senate will take up his confirmation until
early October, about die time the Supreme Court opens its fall term.
Souter's confirmation as the 105th
Supreme Court justice appeared vir-

tually assured despite opposition from
women's groups that maintained he
could become the key votetooverturn
legalized abortion.
With tears welling in her eyes, NOW
President Molly Yard told the committee, "We are here on behalf of the lives
of women of this country."
Kate Michelman, head of the National Abortion Rights Action League,
said Souter's nomination is a certainty,
so her group wants "to keep most of our
attention and energy on grassroots election efforts."
The committee also heard from
many Souter supporters and former
law colleagues in New Hampshire,
who described Souter as a great
choice for the court.
"Judge Souter has never practiced or
pursued any political or ideological
agenda while serving on the bench in
New Hampshire," John Broderick,
president of the New Hampshire Bar
Association, said.
As a young lawyer hired by Souter
when he was attorney general, Deborah
Cooper, a former state deputy attorney
general, said that he is "not insensitive
to die issues of affirmative action and
women."

.'CLUBS
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By BILLY HOUSE
USA Today Wire Service

ALBANY, N.Y. -— The apparent
disintegration of hj$ opponent's
campaign leaves New York Gov.
Mario Cuomo, a potential 1992
Democratic presidential candidate, poised for a smashing re-election victory.
Cuomo's sunny future contrasts
sharply with the gloomy forecasts
faced by other incumbents nationwide. Three Democratic governors
from Northeastern states facing
higher taxes and spending cuts
didn't even seek re-election —
Massachusetts's Michael Dtu\akis,
Connecticut's William Q'Nett and
Vermont's Madeleine Kunin.
In New York, however, Cuomo's
GOP challenger Pierre Rinfret de^
bided this week to shut down his
campaign unless he gets more financial and moral support,
"It's not that Cuomo's unbe&h
able," bemoaned Republican con*

1

sultant Roger Stone. "It's largely the also show that voters do not contact that no one has exploited his nect their problemstoCuomo,
"That's because he's got someweaknesses."
Stone envisioned anti-Cuomo com- body to blame for everything,"
mercials that would emphasize that Faso said, "it's either George
New York is entering a recession; Bush's fault, or Ronald Reagan's,
its high taxes are reducing business or the result of the Middle East
profits; its credit rating is the third- crisis, or the stock marketcrash,
worst in the eountry; its largest city or the S&L bailout, or Social
(New York) is under a siege of crime, Security,"
But gaffe-prone Rinfret has
andtUegal drugs and violence threaten
stubbed his toe on the campaign
to paralyze its court system.
"Mario Cuomo has had eight years trail so many times — most reto solve these problems," the narrator cently by calling Housing Secrewould conciude in Stone's advertise- tary Jack Kemp a "Cuomo
lackey"—that many Republicans
menu "He's solved none of them."
But that commercial, or any other, do not take him seriously, Sufwill not be coming from die finan- folk County GOP Chairman John
cially strapped Rinfret campaign, said Cochrane, said.
William Cunningham, a Cuomo
state Assemhlyman John Paso, who
quit Wednesday as Rinfret\$ cam- campaign aide, had little sympathy for the plight of New York's
paign manager.
Polls show restlessness among New Republicans.
"There's an old Irish toast;
York voters about the ecotiom y, taxes,
crime and the general direction of 'Confusion to the enemy,'" Cunstate government, but Paso said they ningham said-

•

The Life Chain
Comes to Lynchburg
Sun. Oct. 21, 2 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Starting at Virginia Baptist
Hospital on Rivermont Avenue

Contact Central Virgina Baptist at 2 3 7 - 1 0 3 6 before Oct 1.

Ttary Kay
Cosmetics

Buy - Sell - Trade

FOR A FREE COMPLIMENTARY
FACIAL AND MAKEOVER:
CALL WENDY AT EXT. 3966

Mountain Meadow new & used
furniture, appliances, TV's, stereos, electronics, Lv. Rm. sets,
beds, dressers, bookcases, dinette sets, housewares, gifts, etc.
Buy - Sell - Trade. 947 Leesville
Rd. 239-2343.

L

r

For Rent
A cottage for rent completely furnished
including
dishes
cookware, towels, dishwasher
washing machine, stove, refrigerator, as well as dinette, livingroom
and bedroom suites. Located on
Winesap Rd. in Madison Heights
(off29N). $275 a month. Includes
water and garbage. Call 929-8919
after 5 p.m.

Help Wanted
Looking for a fraternity or sorority or student organization that
would like to make $500 - $1,000
for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking.
Call
Jenny or Kevin at (800) 5922121.

New York State GOP woes:

Gov. Cuomo's re-election
all but a November formality

it can implement, he said.
Greenspan declined to say when
the Fed might opt to lower interest
rates, except to say that such a move
would definitely be taken if Congress
enacts a comprehensive budget deficit reduction package of $500 billion
over five years.
Rep. Olympia J. Snowe, R-Maine,
asked how financial markets would
react if Congress delayed action on a
budget deficit reduction package or
adopted one that covered less than
five years. "I think it would be negative," answered Greenspan.
Although Greenspan said he personally advocates a reduction in the
federal tax rate on capital gains, he
acknowledged that passage of a federal budget deficit reduction package
is more important than the particular
mix of taxes and spending cuts.
The Fed chairman declined to give
his advice on taxes, except that he
remains a longtime advocate of a
"double digit" (at least 10 cents a
gallon) gasoline tax as a means of
reducing consumption, and personally believes that the negative effects
of an increase in the income tax rate
would outweigh the benefits of a
reduction in the capital gains tax.
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$2.00 REFUND $2.00
on order of $4.00 or more for self-service laundry or wash & fold
seivice. Clip &bring this ad with you. Offer expires Oct. 31,1990.

"EASTSI DE COFN"AUIN DRY"
at

east side P L A Z A
4716 Richmond Hwy. (U.S. 460 E. Just Past Jumbo Restaurant
Towards Appomattox, just 5 minutes from campus)
•All new Maytag washers & dryers
•Full time attendant
•Wash & fold service 500/lb.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 6:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon -Fri
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Sat & Sun

845-4419

Attention all clubs
and organizations
Increase your club attendance

EXTRA CA$H
WITH THE PUSH OF A PIN.
Put up posters with application forms for
VISA, MasterCard and other national
credit cards on campus. And earn up to
$2 for each response. It's that easy.
Call

1-800-950-1037 Ext. 75

by advertising your meetings
and activities in
The Liberty Champion
Non Profit Organizations $2.00
Call 582-2128 or stop by DeMoss 109

SEKH SWW
p
wti&fi*
*°
10%

2912 OLD FOREST RD.
AT ETC BUILDING
384-7243

OFF

LL BEAN «LA GEAR«LANDS END
DUCK HEAD»POLONIKE»SIXTY'S
1:

MON-FRI 10-6 SAT 10-5
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Flames
Feedback
Marvin Hamlett

sports
Number nine and doing fine!
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Flames fire on all
cylinders, ground
Eagles 42-13

Glanville,
Falcons
form perfect
combination

By MARVIN HAMLETT
Sports

Editor

Entering Saturday's home gameagainst Morehead State,
Liberty had only one question mark on its team: pass
defense. However, that question was answered by the
entire LU secondary as the ninth-ranked Flames romped
the Eagles 42-13.
Facing its first true test of the season in Ail-American
candidate Chris Swartz, the Liberty secondary did not
bend against the MSU quarterback. Swartz has traditionally had a field day against LU defense. In last year's
match-up, Swartz hit 23 of 46 for 326 yards. But LU's
improved 1990 defense held Swartz to only 151 yards on
16 of 32 passing and one interception through the first
three quarters. Meanwhile LU built an insurmountable 356 lead.
Defensive back Wayne Monroe, who had eight tackles
and two pass break-ups, credited the secondary's effectiveness to the continual scrimmaging they must do against
the Flames' offense. "When you test and practice against
our set of receivers, it definitely helps improve your
performance."
Rutigliano said: "I' ve always said that our defense is one
of our strongest points. We went in with our defense and
put pressure on their (MSU) offense."
Linebacker Johnny Woods (11 tackles) and cornerback
Bobby Green (nine tackles) helped anchor the solid defensive performance. "Defensively, we proved that we can
carry the load," Woods said. "We have the athletes to

Jerry Glanville, otherwise known
as the "man in black," is back; and
this time, he's madder than ever.
The story began after the Houston
Oilers overtime loss to the Pittsburgh Steelers in last season's wildcard game. Oilers' coach Jerry Glanville was heavily criticized for his
inability to get Houston past the
opening round of the playoffs. The
Oilers had lost the first game in the
playoffs for three consecutive years
Never mind the fact that only three
other teams had made it to the playoffs for those three straight years
Never mind the fact that Glanville
took the Oilers from the basement in
1986 to the playoffs in 1988. The
consensus was that Glanville could
make a bad team a good team, but he
couldn't make a good team a gTeat
team.
Glanville's coaching technique
which was mainly for his team to be
bullish and intimidating on the field,
was being billed as a coaching style
that went out with the Bears of the
photo by Jeffrey A. Cola
LU tailback Leroy Kinard ran for 109 yards in Saturday's 42-13 win over Morehead State.
See Football, Page 8
'60s. The "let's go kick their butts'
philosophy was being billed as obso
lete.
When push came to shove, Glan
NCAA 1-AA Top 20 results from Sept. 22
ville left the Houston Oilers last year
to become coach of the lowly Atlanta
1. Furman (3-1) lost to Florida 27-3. Next: vs. Marshall Saturday
Falcons. The Falcons had only won a
2. Middle Tennessee St. (4-0) beat Western Kentucky 20-7. Next: vs. UT
grand total of 11 games during the
-Chattanooga Saturday
By MARVIN HAMLETT
Oilers three playoff years.
3. Montana (3-0) beat McNeese State 45-22. Next: vs. Eastern WashingSports Editor
Since Glanville's arrival, a nev
ton Saturday
Liberty University's undefeated
winning era has begun.
4.NewHampshire(3-0)beatMaine28-20. Next: vs. Dartmouth Saturday
Being signed with the Falcons was football team may receive its highest
5.GramblingSt. (3-0)beatHampton22-3. Next: vs. Alabama A&M Oct.
not the only good news for Glanville. national ranking ever this week after
6. Southwest Missouri State (3-1) beat Austin Peay 34-7. Next: vs.
He soon found out that the National Saturday's 42-13 thrashing of MoreWashburn Saturday
Football League had scheduled the head State at LU Statdium.
7. North Texas State (2-1) lost to Texas A&M40-8. Next: vs.NorthwestTwo teams ranked ahead of LibFalcons against his former team, the
em State Saturday
.
Oilers, on opening day in Adanta's erty, top-ranked Furman and seventh8.£astem Kentucky (3-0) beat Georgia Southern 42-34. Next: at,Western
ranked North Texas State both lost
Fulton County Stadium.
Kentucky Saturday
The prediction for this war was fori Saturday to Top 20 Division 1-A
9. Liberty (4-0) beat Morehead State 42-13. Next: at Villanova
Houston to win by three. But some-| schools.
Saturday
Furman lost to 19th-ranked Florida
thing strange happened to Atlanta:
10. Eastern Washington (2-1) lost to Northern Arizona 31-24. Next: at
The Falcons started bonding together 27-3 while North Texas S tate dropped
Montana Saturday
a 40-8 decision to 12th-ranked Texas
as a hitting force.
11. The Citadel (2-1) beat Marshall 21-10. Next: at Appalachian State
And, as you probably already A&M.
Saturday
The Flames began the week as the
know, they changed their team color
12. Rhode Island (3-0) beat Brown 23-3. Next: at Delaware Saturday
ninth
best team in Division 1-AA in
from red to black. It was time for the
13. Nevada Reno (3-0) beat Montana State 20-14. Next: vs. Idaho
the Associated Press Top 20 poll after
new Falcons to step forward.
Saturday
It was evident in Atlanta's first a 35-22 win over Southwest Texas The 4-0 Flames entered the week ranked ninth and may jump higher
14. Western Kentucky (2-1) lost to Middle Tennessee State 20-7. Next:
after the Flames pounded Morehead State Saturday night.
preseason game against the Wash- State.
vs.
Eastern Kentucky Saturday
photo by Jeffrey A. Cota
Liberty was one of 15 undefeated
ington Redskins that this team meant
15. Youngstown State (4-0) beat Eastern Michigan 24-14. Next: vs.
business. And suddenly, Glanville teams in the poll before Saturday's point on, losing three of their final agreed. "I think being ranked last year
Akron Saturday
and the Falcons were favored to beat games. The No. 9 ranking was tied for four games barely missing a first- scared us more than anything. We've
16. Appalachian State (2-1) lost to Clemson 48-0. Next: vs. The Citadel
matured a lot since last year."
ever playoff invitation.
the highest in LU football history.
the Oilers on opening day.
Saturday
Woods also noted that every team
Flames coach Sam Rudgliano feels
Last year, the Flames made their
Then the day came . . . Sept. 9,
17. Boise State (3-1) beat Boston U. 34-21. Next: at Long Beach State
guns
for the one on top. "Actually I
his
team
is
more
capable
now
to
handle
opening day! The Falcons came out first-ever appearance in an AP poll
Saturday
after a huge upset over previously the pressure of being a ranked team. prefer to be the underdog," the 6-2,
fast and by the end of the first quar
18. Northeast Louisiana (2-1) beat Southwest Texas State 30-27. Next:
ter, Houston had fumbled four times, unbeaten Division 1-AEastern Michi- "Last year we didn't know how to 210-pound senior said.
at Georgia Southern Saturday
Rutigliano also credited the coachleading to three Atlanta touchdowns gan. They worked their way as high as respond, but this year we've matured,
18. Massachusetts (1-0-1) did not play. Next: vs. Boston U. Saturday
ing
staff for their handling of thesituand
we'll
be
able
to
concentrate
on
The Falcons were driving for their ninth after beating Towson State on
20. Lehigh (2-1) lost to Dartmouth 33-14. Next: vs. Columbia Saturday
ation and the players. "I think our
winning."
fourth TD and an eventual 27-0 lead Oct. 21.
coaching staff is ranked high."
Flames
linebacker
Johnny
Woods
But the Flames faded from that
Although the game ended quickly,
the highlights did not. Glanville's
Falcons were penalized 16 times for
139 yards, including six unnecessary
roughness calls. These boys really
disliked the Oilers. Despite the pen
alties, the previously disorganized
Falcons won 47-27.
But like I said, these were not the
Falcons in red; these were the Fal
cons in black. These were the "dudes
1 victory.
with the attitudes." These were the By CHARLES J. CONRAD
The same Lady Flames offense that
Champion
Reporter
Falcons who played the game the
scored
eight goals in its first two 1990
The
Liberty
women'
s
soccer
team's
way it was meant to be played: back
contests
has managed just two goals
recent
collision
with
hard
luck
conyard, suck-it-in-your-face type of
in
die
last
three games.
tinued
as
the
Lady
Flames
lost
to
the
football.
Evaluating
the Lady Flames' perUniversity
of
Maryland-Baltimore
The following week, the Falcons
formance
at
Roanoke,
Long said, "I
County
,4-0,
and
to
Roanoke
College,
were brought back down to earth by
was
very
displeased
widi
their play.
3-1
last
week.
the mediocre Detroit Lions 21-14.
We
need
to
work
hard
on
aggressiveOn
Sept.
22
die
Lady
Flames
took
But the legacy in Atlanta will live on
as long as Glanville is there. This to die road hoping to capture a victory ness. We stood back and watched
team is similar to the head-bashing in a stiff test against Roanoke Col- them play ball."
On Sept. 20 Liberty hosted UMBC
lege, ranked sixUi in the Division 3
Oilers Glanville used to coach
which
entered die contest undefeated
SouUiern
Region.
The Oilers last year were a team
at
5-0.
UMBC's scoring tandem of
Both
Liberty
and
Roanoke
supplied
that got pumped up at home and put
match against
Christa
Gredkin
and Eileen Sandliet- Amy Ingalls and the Lady Flames had few scoring opportunities in a women's soccer photo
their
entire
offensive
firepower
in
the
down on the road. Opposing coaches
by David D M I M
UMBC
Thursday.
ner
wreaked
early
damage
by
comfirst
half.
Roanoke's
Pheobe
Fliakos
hate Glanville. And Glanville, with
set up UMBC's third goal of the game a good team. They displayed good
his Clint Eastwood bravado, doesn't kicked off the scoring widi a goal just bining on each of their team's two penetrate their defense mat well."
LU's
Robin
Ingalls
also
made
a
on a penalty kick by Rum Higgins. teamwork, good off die ball skills,
first-half
goals.
Gredkin
scored
first
2:38
into
the
game.
care much for opposing coaches ei
stellar
defensive
effort,
preventing
a
Then widi one minute remaining, good passing—things we need to
with
an
assist
from
Sandlietner
at
Fifteen
minutes
later
the
Lady
ther.
potential
UMBC
score
by
kicking
a
UMBC's Gina Jackson determined work on a Hide more."
6:44
and
later
returned
the
favor
by
Flames'
Stacy
Rander
scored
her
first
Thus, when the Falcons play at
loose
ball
out
from
in
front
of
a
widethe
final outcome when her goal made
Despite die shutout, Long did see a
assisting
on
Sandlietner's
goal
at
die
goal
of
the
season
to
knot
the
score
at
home, they can blow away anyone.
open
LU
net.
the
score
4-0.
few
bright spots. "There were times
25-minute
mark
to
give
UMBC
an
one
apiece.
When they hit the road, they '11 play it
During
Long's
halftime
speech
he
Amy
Ingalls,
the
Lady
Flames'
when
some of the (LU) girls played
early
2-0
edge.
The game remained at a 1 -1 standclose to the end.
told
his
Lady
Flames,
"A
lot
of
it
is
current
leader
in
career
goals
with
really
well. We got almost as many
The
Lady
Flames,
despite
mainOver the long haul, people will still until Roanokeexploded widi two
anticipation—knowing
where
to
be
eight,
said:
"We
just
played
kind
of
shots
as
diey did, but they weren't die
taining
better
ball
control
late
in
die
look back and realize that the Oilers' quick back-to-back goals by Holly
at
die
right
ume."
Liberty
improved
wild
sometimes.
We
should
settle
good
shots
we needed to score goals."
second
half,
could
not
score
on
biggest regression from last year was Stephenson at 32:14 and Terri Brownduring
die
second
half,
but
that
was
down
and
pass
die
ball
more.
We
The
Lady
Flames host two of die
U
MBC's
tough
defense.
Liberty
coach
the loss of Glanville. And the Fal- ine at 33:09 to make the score 3-1.
not
enough
to
turn
the
tide
of
die
should
look
at
more
positive
diings
nation's
powerhouse
teamsthis
Jim
Long
said,
"UMBC
played
good
Neither team could muster any
cons' biggest improvement is, with
game.
and
just
play
more
as
a
team."
week:
JMU
on
the
25th
at
4
p.m. and
defense.
They
marked
our
girls
real
offensive punch in the second half, so
out a doubt, the "man in black."
An
LU
hand-ball
penalty
at
11:37
Long
added,
"They
(UMBC)
were
Vanderbill
on
die
29di
at
1
p.m.
tight,
man-to-man.
We
just
couldn't
Roanoke hung on to a hard-fought 3-

Flames remember 1989, keep
national ranking on back-burner

Lady Flames soccer
lacks offensive punch in
two straight losses

*

'
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Volleyball captures second
win in W&M tournament

Fabulous Fine
'Guest*

By LORIHILLIARD

^ ^
she added.
played an excellent offensive game," College & Pro
Champion Reporter
Kim Thomas, currently ranked 17th Kelly said. Miller had 70 assists, four Games for Sept.
29-30
During the last two weeks, the overall in the nation for her kill per- kills, two aces and two digs.
Lady Flames volleyball Team has centage of 45.14, executed nine more
Bream contributed 41 of the team's
Kevin
Doug
Marvin
Curt
Jerry
captured two wins and suffered three Tuesday night. She also performed 87 total kills . "I don't just spike the
Bloye
Fa I well
Dempsey
Olson
Hamlett
losses.
three block solos and three digs.
ball. I take it one second at a time and
Liberty at
In LU's first win, Theresa Bream
Conspiring with Thomas against concentrate on getting the ball to the
Liberty
Liberty
Liberty
Liberty
Liberty
Liberty
Villanova
achieved the honor of being ranked UVA, Bream delivered nine kills, two setter," she explained.
Ohio St. at
by the American Volleyball Coaches digs and two block solos. Regardless
Bream recognizes her place on the
use
Association among the top 10 in the of their efforts, as a whole, the team team. "I'm part of a team; and if my
nation for record kills in one game was lacking. "They were the weakest team didn' t work together, I wouldn' t
Tennessee at
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
with 41..
team UVA has had since the four be up there," she stated. Bream also
Auburn
In their most recent play .however, years I've been here", Bream com- delivered two aces, one block solo
Washington at
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
the Lady Flames took to the road this mented. "We didn't play well; we and 12 digs for the Flames.
Colorado
weekend to compete in the William could have beaten them."
Despite an injured shoulder, ThoWest Virginia at
Pittsburgh Pittsburgh Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Pittsburgh W. Virginia
and Mary Tournament in WilComing off the bench for the mas continued to provide needed
Pittsburgh
liamsburg, Va., finishing the tourna- Flames, Kim Lawson, a6-foot-1 -inch strength. Shecontributed 17 kills, two
Chicago at
ment with one win and two losses. transfer, provided seven kills and two aces, five digs and a block solo to
LA Raiders LA Raiders LA Raiders
Chicago LA Raiders LA Raiders
L. A. Raiders
In its match against Temple Uni- block solos for the team. "Lawson JMU's defeat.
Denver at
versity, the two teams went into the did a bang-up of a job for us," Kelly
Nicole Nice, starting hitter for the
Buffalo
Buffalo
Denver
Denver
Buffalo
Buffalo
Buffalo
fifth game tied and played it down to remarked. "Sheearned herself a start- Flames, was also a big contributor in
Green Bay at
the wire. The Flames, trailing 14-11, ing position on the team."
the game. "Nicole showed a lot of
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Green Bay
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
made a powerful comeback to win
On Sept. 12, the Lady Rames cap- poise. She came through when we
the game 16-14.
tured their first win of the season in needed her," Kelly remarked. Nice
Miami at
Pittsburgh
Miami
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Miami
Miami
The Rames also put up a good Harrisonburg, Va., defeating JMU15- performed 11 kills, two aces and one
Pittsburgh
fight against West Virginia Univer- 10,12-15,15-10,12-15, 16-14.
block solo during the game.
New York Jets at
N. England NY Jets N. England N. England NY Jets
NY Jets
sity winning the first and fourth
Going into the JMU match with an
However, the most exciting part
New England
matches of the game. However, 0-3 record, Liberty's victory was not for the Flames was not the win. It was
WVC defeated the Flames 18-16, an easy one. "Our attitude was a little the opportunity they were given to be
5 - 5
6 - 4
7 - 3
Last week
7 - 3
7 - 3
5 • 5
13-15,7-15,15-6,10-15.
down going into the match because of "Flames for Christ." An honor call
William and Mary defeated the the slow start in the season," Bream, made by Bream produced a match
14-5-1
12-7-1
14-5-1
12-7-1
12-7-1
Overall
16-3-1
team co-captain, said.
Lady Flames 13-15, 8-15,3-15.
point for JMU. "We do honor calls to
"It was a tough tournament," Coach
The Lady Flames played hard honor Christ, to witness and be differSue Kelly said. "Despite our loss it against JMU, defeating them in a tie- ent," Kelly explained. "The people Cross country
was one of the best matches I' ve ever breaking match. "My girls played an were shocked."
seen."
excellent match; they were go-to playDespite their recent losses, the
In their match last Tuesday UVA ers," Kelly remarked. "Our team's Flames are not about to give up. "My
defeated the Flames 15-11,15-5,15- offense and defense were much girls are in a comfort zone right now,
4, in spite of Liberty's tough offen- stronger than in their first three and it just isn't working for them,"
Kelly explained. "Our competition
sive play. "Offensively we were games."
The Flames defense had fewer er- thus far hasn't been easy; we need to
more productive than they," Kelly
weeks.
commented. "We're still our own rors than in the past, allowing them to put ourselves together, and we are By KEVIN COCKRAN
According to Bottiglieri, the team
Champion Reporter
worst enemies, we beat ourselves," run a better offense. "Laura Miller working on it."
The Liberty Women' s Cross Counhas run 165 miles during the past
three weeks, preventing the girls from
try Team placed second in the
running as well as they could have
Winthrop Invitational in Rockdale,
with less running.
S. C, last Saturday.
Other factors that may have slowed
Of the 20 schools competing, Furthe girls down a bit were the humidity
man University placed first with 90
of the day and the rain late into the
points. Liberty was a strong second
By JEFFREY A. COTA
course.
with a total score of 77 points, foldimension to the back four that we saves on 11 shots for VCU (2-5-1).
Tolsma feels, though, that running
didn't have (at VMI)," Godfrey said.
Godfrey scored the lone goal for lowed by Radford University with 52
Champion Reporter
long distances in practice will be
A pair of in-state rivals frustrated "Jeff Alder played very well though, LU against VMI with 36:01 into the points.
necessary for the girls' success in
Liberty's top runner was Patti
first half on a Freeman Turkson asthe Liberty University men's soccer he filled the position well.
harder upcoming meets, incl uding one
Bottiglieri who finished in fifth place
"It (the VCU game) was a real sist.
team when the Flames lost its bid for
with William and Mary next weekVMI attempted to pull an off-side with a time of 19:40.
an undefeated season and recorded batde," Godfrey added. "We didn't
end.
The other four runners were Urlene
its second tie in three games in the play as well as we could have. We had trap. Turkson, however, passed the
Patti Bottiglieri
Also approaching are the state
past week.
two or three good chances to score. ball over the defender's head to Dick, placing 14th with 20:27; Jenn
Godfrey, who beat the Keydets goalie Reeder, placing 18th with 20:41; Kim with only 1:40 between its first and championshipson Oct. 13 and the
On Saturday the Flames battled We just didn't finish."
Liberty Invitational on Oct. 20. The
Wolbert, placing 19th with 20:49; fifth runners.
Virginia Commonwealth to a 0-0 tie
The Georgia State match on Sept. Brad Brodigan to the right side.
The original meet set for this date Liberty Invitational is the onle home
The Keydets Alex Alston put the and Christi Rininger, placing 21st
at VCU and suffered its first loss, 2- 11 was also a physical competition
meet of the year for the Lady Flames.
was at the U.S. Naval Academy.
1, at the hands of Virginia Military The big difference in this contest, winning goal in the net with 43:36 with 21:00.
"Hard work will bring good reHowever, Tolsma changed the
Institute at Lexington. There is no however, was that the referees let left in the game on a Kevin Weiss
Coach Brant Tolsma was also
turns,"
Tolsma said. He feels that the
cross. Alston volleyed a shot in the pleased because Liberty had the schedule for a meet that he felt the
place like home for the Flames as the both teams play.
front
runners
will especially become
team has compiled a 1-1-1 record on
"If you held onto the ball, you were upper right corner past Nimo for the eighth best runner of all the schools, team members would do well in this
faster
from
the
hard running.
the road this season.
Laurie Coe, with finished with a time early in the season.
going to get hit. That's how we lost score.
Another plus for the team, Tolsma
The Flames can now face more difBrodigan saved five of 10 shots for of 22:42.
According to midfielder Scott Brad Styles," Godfrey said. "Brad
The biggest surprise for Tolsma ficult meets in the future with confi- feels, is their attitude. "The attitude is
Godfrey, the Flames have not played was hit from behind, and it tore his VMI (4-1-2), while Nimo stopped
very good; the girls are going to do as
up to its potential in the last two ankle and knee up. We are not sure two of 12 Keydet shots. Liberty will was LU's second-best runner Urlene dence.
face the Commodores of Vanderbilt Dick, who had never run in crossEven though Liberty achieved a well as they can," Tolsma explained.
games. Godfrey stated that the play exactly what is the problem."
The team's next meet is 10 a.m.
high ranking in the meet, the team has
of Johnny Sasu was missed for the
George Nimo made eight saves on University on Saturday, Sept. 29 at country competition before.
next
Saturday at the College of WilVMI match.
Tolsma was also pleased by the been slowed down by the amount of
12 VCU shots for the 3-1-2 Flames, the Liberty University soccer and
liam
and Mary in Williamsburg, Va.
track
complex.
"good depth" that the team showed distance run by the girls in recent
"Johnny adds a whole different while Romano Paul recorded five

use

use

use

use

use

use

Bottiglieri leads Lady Flames
to second place finish

Soccer team salvages tie after
opening week with first loss

Men run in fast lane
By TIM SEARS

race, finishing in 33:40. Hurst was
pleased with his time and expected
Despite turbulent weather, the to do well at the race.
"I just knew I was in good shape,"
men's cross country team finished
ninth overall in the 10K race at the he said. "In a way it was just another
Malone Invitational in Canton, Ohio, day at the races."
After Hurst crossed the finishing
last Saturday.
"It was watery, wet, slippery, line, the other Flames finished in
windy and muddy," freshman Geof bunches. Damien Bates (35:02),
Elijah said. "The conditions were just Dave McCombs (35:04) and Honeycutt (35:06) finished 42nd, 43rd
awful."
The overall attitude of the team and 44th respectively. The three had
members was disappointment. Jun- been close through most of the race.
Mike Shupe, who is usually among
ior Brett Honeycutt thought the team
could have done much better despite the team's leaders, did not perform
the dismal conditions. "The poor con- up to his potential. Before the race
ditions and the hilly course are no Shupe had tightened up and finished
excuse for our performance," he said. theracewithatimeof35:33. Elijah
It was not all bad news for the finished the race for the Flames with
Flames. Senior Steve Hurst emerged a time of 36:41.
The team travels to the William &
as a leader by finishing as eighth in
the top 10 runners overall. Hurst hit Mary Invitational in Williamsburg,
a personal record-best time in a 1 OK Va. Saturday.

Champion Reporter

A.J.

237-7788
5501 Fort Avenue

October Tan Special :

".".' $35.99!
•

384-7200
4119 #140 Boonsboro Road

Trek'Cannondale'Schwinn
2248 LakesideDrive»Lynchburg,VA 24503
385-4157
W e repair all makes of bikes

$1.00 OFF

2 FREE
bottles of Coca-Cola®

BikesUnlimited

846-6901

239-3399
8120 Timberlake Road

We accept competitors
coupons! Ask
for details.

Tanning

2486 Rivermont Ave.
Suite 102 - lower level

students

Break A way

•

Buy any large (12 slices) original
1 -item or morepizza and get two
16 oz. bottles of Coca-Co&\ classic
oi diet, FREE c .
,„„„,„„
Expires: 10/30/90 I

I
I
I
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X.

Good for $1.00 OFF an original
1 -item or more medium pizza
(8 slices).
Expires: 10/30/90

•
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Game Five

The Players Club Players of the Week
Every Tuesday, the Liberty University Players Club awards the top Liberty athlete from the
previous week. The award winners to date are as follows:

VS.

WERTY

tor

Liberty
(4-0)

Week Two (9-9-90)

Villanova
(1-2)

Week Three (9-16-90)

Week Four (9-23-90)

On Deck: Villanova University
When: Sept. 29,1990,1:30 p.m.
Where: Villanova Stadium, Villanova, Pa.
Series: Villanova leads 1-0
Coaches: Liberty, Sam Rutigliano (2nd year, 11-3)
Villanova, Andy Talley (6th year, 33-16-1)
Wesley McConnell
Theresa Bream
Leroy Kinard
Scott Queen
Analysis: Saturday's contest against Villanova should be the telling tale in
Volleyball
finding out just how good this year's Liberty team is. Amid the Flames are
Football
Football
Football
4-0 and are ranked higher than any LU team in history, but in each of the four
games, the Flames were considered the superior team and thus expected to McConnell. a 5-11,160-pound junior Bream, a senior hitter from Mt. Holly Queen, a 6-1, 160-pound senior from Kinard, 5-11,200-pound seniorfrom
comerback from Marietta, Ga., made Springs, Pa., set a school record of 41 Tallahassee, Fla., scored three touch- Oakland Fla., scored two touchwin (even though many considered the win at JMU a mild upset).
13 tackles, and blocked a punt that re- kills and added two service aces, 12 downs, tying a school record set by downs Saturday in Liberty's 42-13
On Saturday, the Flames face their toughest opponent to date in the
sulted in a safety in the 22-12 victory digs and a solo block to vault the Lady Doug Smith in 1984. Queen finished win over Morehead State. He scored
Wildcats of Villanova.
Flames to victory over JMU on Sept. the day with five receptions for 72 on a 10-yard run and a four-yard reover Kutztown on Sept. 1.
Although Villanova basketball coach RollieMassimino and his team will
yards in the 35-22 win over Southwest ception in amassing a 109-yard day
11.
always be kingpins on campus, the VU football team has made a significant
Texas State on Sept. 15.
on 19 rushes.
impression the Division 1-AA ranks.
Last year the Wildcats finished the regular season with an 8-3 record and
were invited to the Division 1-AA playoff dance. There, the Wildcats
threatened but lost a 52-36 first-round shootout to eventual national chamContinued from Page 6
63-yard drive took only 46 seconds. Parrish returned the punt 66 yards for a
pion Georgia Southern.
13
challenge
anybody."
Justino, who finished with 137 yards touchdown and a 28-7 lead. It was the Eagles
This year Villanova returned only four starters on offense and six on
Liberty
42
"I'll give Liberty all of the credit, on 10 of 24 passing, connected on a first Flames punt return for a TD since
defense but still began the season by thrashing annual playoff contender
0 7 0 6—13
they
simply shellacked us," MSU 19-yard pass to Scott Queen, followed current Pittsburgh Steeler Richard Morehead St.
Maine, 31-7. The Wildcats, as expected, lost their next two games at
Liberty
7 21 7 7—42
coach Cole Proctor said. "They (LU) by a 22-yard strike to Parrish to set up Shelton returned apunt65 yards against
First Quarter
William & Mary and Division 1-A Navy but still represent a dangerous
made the big plays, and that was the the TD pass.
University of Central Florida on Nov. LU—Kinard 10 ran (Harrell kick), 9:30.
roadblock to the Flames playoff drive.
difference."
"They
(MSU)
had
a
linebacker
Second Quarter
5, 1988.
Liberty is fresh off of a 42-13 breather againt hapless Morehead State.
LU—Parrish 22 pass from Justiono (Harrell
Rutigliano
said,
"We
went
into
the
covering
me,"
Parrish
said.
"We
were
In
the
third
quarter
the
Flames
conDespite the lopsided score, the win was significant because the Flames
kick), 14:14.
proved that quarterback Robbie Justino does not have to throw for more than game withagoal of gaining 100 yards told to freeze the coverage at the line tinued their massacre with another MSU—White 85 kick-off return (Fedak
on the ground. We also stressed that and run for the open spot."
blocked punt, this time by Wayne kick), 14:02.
300 yards a game for Liberty to win.
our
defense
needed
to
make
some
big
On
the
ensuing
kickoff,
however,
Monroe. Freshman tailback Adrian LU—Kinard 4 pass from Justino (Harrell
Justino, still undefeated in six collegiate starts, threw for only 137 yards
plays."
MSU's
Anthony
White
went
85
yards,
Cherry capitalized on the block with a kick), 9:01.
in three quarters but was given a much-needed boost by the LU rushing
LU—Parrish 66 punt return (Harrell kick),
Liberty's
normally
lethal
passing
cutting
LU's
lead
to
14-7.
sweeping 12-yard TD run.
attack.
7:51.
Liberty then had its most impresIronically, Monroe had replaced
Third Quarter
Tailback Leroy Kinard, who had been searching for non-existent holes for attack was also put on hold, but tailback
Leroy
Kinard
picked
up
the
sive
drive
of
the
night,
thanks
to
a
Lewis,
who had injured his hand block- LU—Cherry 12 ran (Harrell kick), 8:59.
three consecutive games, finally was given enough sunlight to run for 113
Fourth Quarter
slack, gaining 111 yards on 19 carries penalty against MSU. With LU punt- ing the first punt. "Our special teams
yards on 25 carries.
LU—Vinson 63 pass from Jeremiah (Nguyen
including
a
49-yard
run
in
the
third
ing
on
a
fourth-and-four,
MSU
was
really
hadn't
come
alive
until
tonight,
In addition, speedy backup tailback Keith Vinson showed his value to the
kick), 13:03.
offense, catching a screen pass and sprinting 65 dazzling yards to paydirt. quarter. It was Kinard's first 100- called for offsides, giving LU a first and we were determined to make some- MSU—Pingue 22 pass from Swartz (Swartz
yard game of the season.
down and keeping the drive alive.
thing happen," Monroe said.
pass failed), 12:04.
Defensively, the secondary got its first real test, holding MSU passing
"The
offensive
line
opened
up
some
The
Flames
took
advantage
of
the
LU reserves went into action for
Individual Statistics
heroine Chris Swartz to only 271 yards in the air. The defensive line,
good holes," Kinard said. 'The of- penalty as Justino hit Pat Nelson for a most of the second half. Reserve tailRUSHING—Morehead, Tisza 5-17,
battered and bruised by JMU and Southwest Texas State, snuffed a paltry
34-yardgainonthenextplay. Acouple back Keith Vinson caught a screen Williams 11-9, D. Harris 2-3, Bri. Ford 3Morehead State rushing game, limiting the Eagles to minus two yards net fensive line really came to play."
2), Swartz 5-(minus 29). Liberty,
Kinard
scored
the
Flames'
first
of plays later the Flames faced a pass from reserve QB David Jeremiah (minus
gain on 26 attempts.
Kinard 19-109, Mintz 4-24, Vinson 2-17,
touchdown on a 10-yard run early in fourth-and-one at the MSU 9.
and ran it 63 yards for a touchdown and Cherry 3-9, Jeremiah 1-1, Justino 4-(minus
Add the phenomenal play of the special teams unit (Jason Harrell, Jon
the
first
quarter.
The
TD
was
set
up
Kinard
went
over
the
top
for
the
the Flames final score. Vinson also had 15).
Vines, etc.) and you have a Liberty squad that is firing on all cylinders. The
PASSING—Morehead, Swartz 23-47-1 when
defensive
back
Shelton
Lewis
first
and
then
caught
a
4-yard
TD
pass
19 yards on two carries.
Flames had two blocked punts (Shelton Lewis and Wayne Monroe) and L.G.
271, Donato 2-6-0-11. Liberty, Justino 10blocked
a
punt.
from
Justino
to
give
the
Flames
a
21Rutigliano
was
more
than
glad
to
be
Parrish returned a punt for a touchdown.
24-0-137, Jeremiah 2-10-0-71.
Liberty made it 14-0 early in the 7 lead. The 10-play, 63-yard drive able to give the backups some playing
RECEIVING—Morehead, Pingue 9-115,
A win at Villanova would be a giant stride toward the playoffs. A loss
second quarter on a 22-yard touch- consumed nearly five minutes off the time. "It's important for our younger White 3-57, Williams 5-40, Bra. Ford 3-37,
would be a temporary setback. Expect a close, physical matchup to be
down pass from quarterback Robbie clock.
kids to gain some experience. The key Tisza 3-17, Salyer 1-13. D. Harris 1-3. Libdecided in the game's final minutes. K.B.
Parrish 4-63, Vinson 1-63, Nelson 2Justino to L.G. Parrish (four recepA rested Liberty defense then took to having a good year is staying away erty,
42, Queen 3-28, Beezer 1-8, Kinard 1-4.
tions for 64 yards). The four-play, over, forcing the Eagles to punt. from injuries."

Football

Are your
ads getting
lost in the
shuffle?
Advertise in
The Liberty Champion.
Classified advertisements are
$2 for 15 words or less and
100 for each additional word.
AH ads must be paid for in advance.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cut H e r e

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .

I Name
[ Telephone Number
I Message
I
I
I Amount of payment
I

B

ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security—so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth—so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity—to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
Make checks payable to The Liberty Champion

• Send payment and message to : The Liberty Champion Classified Ads
Department of Journalism
Box 20,000
I
Liberty University
I
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001

I
I
I
I
L

HERE'S WHY
TO SMART MONEY AT
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IE

or deliver to the Journalism Office by 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday
for publication in the next week's issue.

TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL 1-800-842-2776
TO FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it/

* The CREF Bond Markcl and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

